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	JavaScript & DHTML Cookbook, 9780596514082 (0596514085), O'Reilly, 2007
In today's Web 2.0 world, JavaScript and Dynamic HTML are at the center of the hot new approach to designing highly interactive pages on the client side. With this environment in mind, the new edition of this book offers bite-sized solutions to very specific scripting problems that web developers commonly face. Each recipe includes a focused piece of code that you can insert right into your application.
 
 Why is JavaScript & DHTML Cookbook so popular? After reading thousands of forum threads over the years, author and scripting pioneer Danny Goodman has compiled a list of problems that frequently vex scripters of various experience levels. For every problem he addresses, Goodman not only offers code, but a discussion of how and why the solution works. Recipes range from simple tasks, such as manipulating strings and validating dates in JavaScript, to entire libraries that demonstrate complex tasks, such as cross-browser positioning of HTML elements, sorting tables, and implementing Ajax features on the client.
 
 Ideal for novices as well as experienced scripters, this book contains more than 150 recipes for:
	Working with interactive forms and style sheets
	Presenting user-friendly page navigation
	Creating dynamic content via Document Object Model scripting
	Producing visual effects for stationary content
	Positioning HTML elements
	Working with XML data in the browser


Recipes in this Cookbook are compatible with the latest W3C standards and browsers, including Internet Explorer 7, Firefox 2, Safari, and Opera 9. Several new recipes provide client-side Ajax solutions, and many recipes from the previous edition have been revised to help you build extensible user interfaces for Web 2.0 applications. If you want to write your own scripts and understand how they work, rather than rely on a commercial web development framework, the JavaScript & DHTML Cookbook is a must.
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Pro Visual Studio LightSwitch 2011 Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	We’ve designed this book to show you how to write professional applications using Microsoft

	LightSwitch.





	As software developers, we understand how difficult it is to develop software in real life. End

	users expect their applications to be reliable, functional, and polished. They’ll also have preferences in...

		

Applied Architecture Patterns on the Microsoft PlatformPackt Publishing, 2010

	The book consists of a set of business scenarios and corresponding solution critiques. Each "use case" chapter is made up of a problem description, assessment of implementation options, and the selection of the ideal solution candidate. We then construct the solution using the chosen Microsoft technology. This book is for...


		

xUnit Test Patterns: Refactoring Test Code (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Automated testing is a cornerstone of agile development. An effective testing strategy will deliver new functionality more aggressively, accelerate user feedback, and improve quality. However, for many developers, creating effective automated tests is a unique and unfamiliar challenge.
xUnit Test Patterns is the...





	

Inside the SQL Server Query OptimizerRed gate, 2011

	The SQL Server Query Optimizer is perceived by many to be a magic black box, transforming SQL queries into high performance execution plans in the blink of an eye through some unknowable process. The truth is that, while the Query Optimizer is indeed the highly-complex result of decades of research, learning how it works its magic is not only...


		

The Big Bing: Black Holes of Time Management, Gaseous Executive Bodies, Exploding Careers, and Other Theories on the Origins of the Business UniverseHarper Perennial, 2003

	


	For twenty years, Stanley Bing has offered insight, wisdom, and advice from inside the belly of one of the great corporate beasts. In one essential volume, here is all you need to know to master your career, your life, and, when necessary, other weaker life forms.


	Bing knows whereof he speaks. He has lived...


		

Fundamentals of Error-Correcting CodesCambridge University Press, 2010

	Fundamentals of Error Correcting Codes is an in-depth introduction to coding theory from both an engineering and mathematical viewpoint. It reviews classical topics, and gives much coverage of recent techniques which could previously only be found in specialist publications. Numerous exercises and examples and an accessible writing style make...
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